An axiom system for dialectical logic K-model which based on Kirchhoff energy-method is established by author in the paper. The author describes that subjective-laws is the mirror imagine reflected from objective-laws and defines that the three-step which named by sensation, abstraction and thinking in artificial intelligence. At same time, describes that axiom system for dialectical logic K-model, in which contains such as logic-variable energy conservation law, Mozi's principle( mini-max principle) and forbidden law, etc. In the axiom system also contain such as a continuous true-value-function system valued on interval ] 1 , 1 [   and the K-graph for logic-variable. And describes the giving value method by matrix based on K-graph K G satisfied Kirchhoff laws to the logic variable. The author describes simply the linear and nonlinear logic variable system. And describes simply the logic variable involved three-dimension Euclidean space and topology networks space separately. Dialectical logic K-model would supply an computation algorithm idea for machine so that the machine is able to think by dialectical logic method, thus an important information-treated method maybe the dialectical logic.
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Machine Self-programmable and Self-correctable Law
In the researching process, the machine must have ability to self-programmable and self-correctable without the operations by human beings.
Forbidden Law
There are two kinds of logic: one of them is dialectical-logic corresponding to intelligence quotient and another of them is imagine-logic corresponding to emotional quotient.
The imagine-logic would be forbidden to put into machine, because the imagine-logic will make machine to produce emotional quotient so that the autonomous-mind will belong to the machine. The artificial intelligence with the autonomous-mind will not like to be "a willing tool" for human beings, so "a new creation" will be created, of cause this is harmful to human beings. 
Logic
is positive in front of the 1; if
is negative in front of the 1.
The proof of formulation(1) is over.
The proof of formulation (2) is over.
Remark1: As shown above , when time t is degenerated into a constant and destroy the contradictions in the ormulations, then the formulation (1) and (2) will be degenerated from the continuous true value function Boolean algebra valued on interval [-1,+1] into the mathematical model of formal logic, i.e. binary Boolean algebra.
Logic True Valued Function Composition Theorem
For logic true valued function
, as below there is a composition theorem: 
in which the possible augment root and complex root will be removed out.
, so the root-set
in which select a maximum or minimum of pure function.
Proof:obviously based on definition of logic arithmetic.
Proof is over.
Linear Logical System And Non-Linear Logical System
According to the 2.2.1. as shown above, obviously we have the formulation as below 
Remark 2: The strong action influence by human beings to the object would produce non-linear logic; the weaker action influence or zero action influence by human beings to the object would produce linear logic. Because of, the error action influence of human beings would produce the non-linear properties. An example for linear logic is science, and an example for non-linear logic is engineering or technology. As similar as above , another example for linear logic is original ecology system, and another example for non-linear logic is a planted system in agriculture . 
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The matrix elements of the contradiction function are a. at the first row is nodes vector 

In formulation as above, C is a constant, thus they are analogy-able in thinking.
Conclusion
As shown above, author has established an axiom system for dialectical logic K-model depend on several laws, some definitions, graph GK and Mozi's principle, and has proved some theorems for dialectical logic K-model. Author also has established three giving-value matrices to logic variable. In fact, author has established a compute-able mathematical model of contradiction by means of Hegel's contradiction opinion for machine. The model would supply a useful manner to THINKING and REASONNING in artificial intelligence. At same time author also has described simply the logic variable involved three-dimension Euclidean space, topology networks space and discrete logic variable system. The advanced properties and details of these as shown as 2.13.,2.14.,2.15.for dialectical logic K-model will be explained in succession papers by the author.
